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Abstract

Clipart is artificial visual contents that are created using various tools such as Illustrator to highlight 
some information. Here, the style of the clipart plays a critical role in determining how it looks. However, 
previous studies on clipart are focused only on the object recognition [16], segmentation, and retrieval of 
clipart images using hand-craft image features. Recently, some clipart classification researches based on the 
style similarity using CNN have been proposed, however, they have used different CNN-models and 
experimented with different benchmark dataset so that it is very hard to compare their performances. This 
paper presents an experimental analysis of the clipart classification based on the style similarity with two 
well-known CNN-models (Inception Resnet V2 [13] and VGG-16 [14] and transfers learning with the same 
benchmark dataset (Microsoft Style Dataset 3.6K). From this experiment, we find out that the accuracy of 
Inception Resnet V2 is better than VGG for clipart style classification because of its deep nature and 
convolution map with various sizes in parallel. We also find out that the end-to-end training can improve the 
accuracy more than 20% in both CNN models. 

Keywords: Clipart Classification; Convolutional neural network; Computer vision; Clipart, style search; Fine 
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1. Introduction

Today, we use a variety of visual content such as advertising images and flyers in the fields of advertising, 
marketing, and entertainment. In this content, clipart is mainly used to summarize the intentions and features 
of the content designers, and style is the main element that conveys the meaning of the image. Nevertheless, 
style is very subjective and it is difficult to create a label that fits different styles. However, the study of style 
has rarely been spotlighted. Despite Refs. [1-7], the main studies of style are rarely used and the majority of 
other studies calculate the distance between feature vectors by extracting the aggregate, and employ 
dimension reduction using feature extraction to search for similar style images. In these cases, performance 
varies depending on their hand-craft features. Recently, transfer learning was applied to solve clipart style 
classification problems using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models. CNN models, that have been 
proven to be superior in the existing Imagenet Challenge(ILSVRC), were used to classify the style of clipart 
and their performances were measured by fine-tuning with their own style dataset. 
This paper presents some experimental results on clipart classification problem using two well-known CNN 
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models via fine-tuning. The results show that the accuracy of Inception ResnetV2 is better than VGG for 
clipart style classification because of its deep nature and convolution map with various sizes in parallel. In 
addition, the end-to-end learning (i.e., an error backpropagation to feature extraction layer) could improve 
the accuracy more than 20%.
In Section 2, the search studies using existing styles will be reviewed. The data sets and CNN models used 

in the experiment will be discussed in Section 3, and the performance and characteristics of CNN models 
will be discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research will be discussed in Section 5..

2. Related works

2.1 Similarity research using hand-craft visual features
There have been several studies focused on similar style searches. Table 1 shows the methods of extracting 

defined features and applying them to the retrieval, such as existing contents-based image retrieval. Refs. 
[1-3] simplify complex structures by using Query by Sketch. The simplified image is represented by a 
relationship structure between inclusion and adjacency through topological analysis to search for similar 
images. Ref. [4] extracts color, texture, and shape information from a raster image and uses the topology and 
geometry features extracted from a vector image as retrieval parameters. Ref. [5] extracts color, shading, 
texture, and stroke features from images, which are then metric-learned through information obtained from 
MTurk. Ref. [6] extracts various features for an infographic similarity search and those features are 
metric-learned using MTurk. Ref. [7] aggregates features extracted from various scales and performs 
dimension reduction to search for similar images. 

Table 1. Previous Researches on Similar Style using Feature Descriptors

Work Purpose Method Datatype Benchmark 

datasetUsed features Metric

Barroso [1] retrieval topological feature graph matching vector drawings 968 drawings

Fonseca [2] retrieval topological feature,

geometrical feature

KNN search CAD, clipart 968 drawings [1]

Sousa [3] retrieval topological feature,

geometrical feature

graph matching clipart 100(20*5) 

drawings

Martins [4] retrieval color, texture, shape,

topological feature,

geometrical feature,

L1, L2 clipart 100(10*10) 

drawings

Garces [5] retrieval color, shading, 

texture, stroke

metric learning [21] clipart MS 3.6k,

commercial 200k

Saleh [6] retrieval GIST, HoG, LBP, 

histogram of color and 

luminance

metric learning [22] infographic 2082 drawings

Furuya [7] retrieval color, texture L2, cosine clipart MS 3.6k [5]

2.2 Similarity research using convolutional neural network
The results of the methods in Section 2.1 can vary depending on which features are selected and what 

processing is performed. In order to eliminate this uncertainty, CNN-based studies are suggested and these 
are shown in Table 2.
CNN abstracts images by layers and creates easily distinguishable features. Ref. [8] used various features 

such as L*a*b, GIST, and DeCAF5,6 [18]. Ref. [9] constructs a Siamese network that shares parameters of 
CNN obtained from actual and original photographs of different products and the system learns to embed 
them into a low-dimensional space to reduce the number of variables. Ref. [10] constructs a CNN model 
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with seven layers, allowing the system to learn how to emulate an auto encoder serving as an initial filter for 
any arbitrary image. Then, the distance is measured between the features extracted from fully connected 
layers using L1 distance, L2 distance and cosine similarity. Ref. [11] calculates the similarity in the OASIS 
method using features extracted from Alexnet’s FC1, FC2, and FC3 [19]. 

However, those studies only focused on instance retrieval in images using CNN and did not conduct 
focused style-related research.

Table 2. Previous Researches on Similar Style using CNN

Work Purpose Method Datatype Benchmark dataset

Used CNN model Character

Karayev [8] classification DeCAF [19][20] learning 

classifier

Photograph [Flickr style] : 80k images 

covering 20 styles,

[Wikipaintings] : 85k 

images for 25 art genres

Bell [9] retrieval Alexnet [19],

GoogLeNet [23]

siamese nets Furniture Millions of products and 

scenes from [Houzz.com]

Kuo [10] retrieval Self-designed CNN auto encoder Photograph CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100

Wan [11] retrieval DeCAF [19][20] similarity 

learning [20]

Photograph ImageNet, Caltech256, 

Oxford, Pubfig83LFW 

Paris,

3. Clipart style classification

3.1 Benchmark Dataset
The Microsoft Style Dataset 3.6k, which was used in [5] and [7], was also used in our study as a benchmark 

dataset for learning and performance measurement of similar style classification of clipart. The dataset has a 
total of 3,591 clipart images and they are classified into 220 style classes. Figure 1 shows examples of 
categorized images.

Style_502

Style_1069

Style_1294

Figure 1. Examples of MS dataset clipart images

3.2 CNN for illustration style classification
In very few datasets, labels are generated according to style. Therefore, a SOTA model, which was 

proven to work well with images obtained from a broad domain, was used in our experiments rather than 
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other existing techniques where a CNN model must learn from scratch [13,14,15]. Eighty percent of the 
Microsoft Style Dataset’s 3.6K images were used for learning and 20% of them were used as validation sets. 
First, learned classifiers were initialized to distinguish the existing ImageNet class. Then, a classifier for 220 
classes, which is suitable for the MS dataset, was learned by using a relatively large learning rate (0.01) over 
10K iterations. Finally, an end-to-end training session of 50K iterations was performed using a finer learning 
rate (0.001) in a feature extractor to fine-tune the CNN.

4. Experiments

For the transfer learning, classifier training (Task A) and end-to-end training (Task B) were conducted, as 
shown in Figure 2. After the pre-trained weight was initialized and trained classifier, its top-1 performance 
was measured in the range of 55-61% for two CNN models shown in Table 3 when the system was learning 
with a relatively large learning rate (0.01) for 220 classes. In order to improve performance, each network 
learned at a finer learning rate (0.001), and overall top-1 performance improved to 78-86%.

Table 3 shows the results after the transfer learning on the two CNN models. The Top-1 accuracy for the 
Inception Resnet V2 [13] averaged approximately 86%. On the other hand, the performance of the VGG-16 
[14] averaged 78%, which is approximately 7% lower than the Inception. However, the Top-10 accuracy for 
the VGG-16 was 96%, which is comparable to that of the Inception model.

In order to analyze the effect of end-to-end training to two CNN models, the percent of the changed weights 
in both CNN models after fine-tuning are measured and their results are shown in Table 4. As shown in 
Table 4, after the end-to-end training, the VGG-16 model learned over 16 layers and showed a change of 
2.78%. However, since the ResnetV2 model uses convolution maps of various sizes in parallel in the 
Inception module, it is very expressive and shows a much higher change. Moreover, although the ResnetV2 
model has much deeper layers, it employs an effective backpropagation algorithm in combination with a 
residual structure, so the change of the filter is large in the domain and its performance is better, as shown in 
Table 3.

Figure 2. Comparison of classifier training (Task A) and end-to-end training (Task B)

5. Conclusions

This paper conducted an experiment to classify styles based on the deep learning method used in the 
Computer Vision field. The majority of existing research uses methods for searching and sorting by objects, 
and it is necessary to select a feature descriptor even when attempting to classify styles, yielding relatively 
poor results. In order to compensate for this problem, two CNN models were trained using 220 predefined 
style classes and their performance was compared. Furthermore, in order to investigate learning differences 
among the models, the filters of a model pre-trained with the ImageNet dataset were compared with the 
filters trained with the style data, and the performance of the proposed method of employing CNN networks 
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was validated. 
As a result, Inception model has a better performance than VGG model and that was satisfied enough for 

style classification. Moreover, End-to-end learning all layers of model was better than fine-tuning partially. 
However, there are not enough publicly-available labeled datasets dedicated to the clipart style. In order to 
fill this gap, further studies should be carried out with more extensive learning data, whether from additional 
available clipart datasets or perhaps by creating new datasets.

Table 3. Performance comparison for individual tasks

Table 4. Effect of End-to-End training of CNN models 

Model # of Layers % of changed weights

(after end-to-end training)

Accuracy

(after end-to-end training)

Inception Resnet V2 152 17.5% 85.9

VGG-16 16 2.7% 77.5
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